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La letteratura vittoriana e i mezzi di trasporto - Mariaconcetta
Costantini 2006
Contraband Guides - Paul H. D. Kaplan 2020-04-23
In his best-selling travel memoir, The Innocents Abroad, Mark Twain
punningly refers to the black man who introduces him to Venetian
Renaissance painting as a “contraband guide,” a term coined to describe
fugitive slaves who assisted Union armies during the Civil War. By means
of this and similar case studies, Paul H. D. Kaplan documents the ways in
which American cultural encounters with Europe and its venerable
artistic traditions influenced nineteenth-century concepts of race in the
United States. Americans of the Civil War era were struck by the
presence of people of color in European art and society, and American
artists and authors, both black and white, adapted and transformed
European visual material to respond to the particular struggles over the
identity of African Americans. Taking up the work of both well- and
lesser-known artists and writers—such as the travel writings of Mark
Twain and William Dean Howells, the paintings of German American
Emanuel Leutze, the epistolary exchange between John Ruskin and
Charles Eliot Norton, newspaper essays written by Frederick Douglass
and William J. Wilson, and the sculpture of freed slave Eugène
Warburg—Kaplan lays bare how racial attitudes expressed in midnineteenth-century American art were deeply inflected by European
traditions. By highlighting the contributions people of black African
descent made to the fine arts in the United States during this period,
along with the ways in which they were represented, Contraband Guides
provides a fresh perspective on the theme of race in Civil War–era
American art. It will appeal to art historians, to specialists in African
American studies and American studies, and to general readers
interested in American art and African American history.
The Stones of Venice ... - John Ruskin 1880
Mobilities and Hospitable Cities - Ezio Marra 2018-04-18
Urban life and mobility have been greatly affected by globalization and
postmodernization. This international collection of essays investigates a
number of significant issues in urban research, including urban
governance, city branding and commodification, urban fears and safety,
and the conservation of the urban ecosystem. Also explored are the
changing lifestyles in the urban environment, the increasing importance
of tourism in the economy of metropolitan areas, and the
interdependence of tourism, cultural heritage and local communities.
The volume offers a range of case studies exploring New York, Orlando,
Paris, Barcelona, Lisbon, Venice and the imitations of the latter in
Boston, Los Angeles, Las Vegas, and various Chinese towns. A specific
section is devoted to other Italian cities, such as Rome, Florence, Naples,
and Turin. It also provides an appendix detailing the “success story” of
tourism degree programmes in European universities. The book is
dedicated to the memory of Guido Martinotti, a leading Italian scholar
widely known for his seminal contributions to urban sociology.
Archeologia e Calcolatori, 32.1, 2021 - Angela Bellia 2021-11-30
Il volume 32.1 è suddiviso in due parti. La prima comprende gli articoli
proposti annualmente alla rivista da studiosi italiani e stranieri che
illustrano ricerche archeologiche interdisciplinari in cui l’uso delle
tecnologie informatiche risulta determinante per l’acquisizione,
l’elaborazione e l’interpretazione dei dati. Tecniche di analisi statistica,
banche dati, GIS e analisi spaziali, tecniche di rilievo tridimensionale e
ricostruzioni virtuali, sistemi multimediali, contribuiscono a documentare
le testimonianze del passato e a diffondere i risultati della ricerca
scientifica. La seconda parte del volume contiene un inserto speciale
curato da Angela Bellia e dedicato a una tematica innovativa,
l’archeomusicologia, un campo di ricerca multidisciplinare che adotta i
metodi dell’archeologia per lo studio della musica e della vita musicale
nel mondo antico. Gli articoli s’incentrano sul ruolo delle tecnologie
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digitali basate sulla modellazione 3D e sulla simulazione del suono per
ampliare le conoscenze sugli strumenti musicali dell’antichità e sul
prezioso, ma estremamente labile, patrimonio sonoro. Chiude il volume
la sezione dedicata alle Note e recensioni.
Le pietre di Venezia - John Ruskin 2000
Le pietre di Verona - Pierpaolo Brugnoli 1997
Palaces of Venice - Andrea Fasolo 2003
"Palaces of Venice" presents 62 great buildings from the 13th to the 19th
century. Hundreds of full-colour photographs show the exteriors and the
interiors of the palazzi and the text relates the fascinating history of each
architectural masterpiece.
Romanesque Renaissance - Konrad Adriaan Ottenheym 2021-01-11
In the renaissance also architecture from c. 800–1200 was regarded as a
useful source of inspiration for contemporary building, sometimes by
misinterpreting these medieval architecture as roman structures,
sometimes because that era was also regarded as a glorious ‘ancient’
past.
A History of Women's Writing in Italy - Letizia Panizza 2000
This volume offers a comprehensive account of writing by women in
Italy.
Architettura Degli Stati Uniti, 1776-1870, Saggi - Valter Vannelli
2011
The Horses of San Marco, Venice - Guido Perocco 1979
The Art of Renaissance Venice - Norbert Huse 1993-10-30
Norbert Huse and Wolfgang Wolters provide the first contemporary
single-volume survey of the three arts of Venice -- painting, sculpture,
and architecture. They offer an important counterbalance to the
traditional orientation toward painting as the city's preeminent art by
focusing on architecture as the essential Venetian artistic medium. In the
process, they define the distinctly Venetian terms by which the city and
culture should be understood. Huse and Wolters begin their study with
1460, when Venice was one of the key powers of Italy, and end their
discussion with the death of Tintoretto in 1594, a period of waning
international power. Wolfgang Wolters outlines the city's development
and present a typological survey of Venetian architecture. A review of
sculptors and their works follows. Norbert Huse opens the next section,
on painting, by describing the changed situation of painters at the end of
the fifteenth century. He explores the different forms and functions of
Venetian paintings in three distinct periods. With over three hundred
illustrations and an exhaustive bibliography, this volume successfully fills
a gap in art historical scholarship. -- From publisher's description.
Making and Moving Sculpture in Early Modern Italy KelleyHelmstutler DiDio 2017-07-05
In recent years, art historians have begun to delve into the patronage,
production and reception of sculptures-sculptors' workshop practices;
practical, aesthetic, and esoteric considerations of material and
materiality; and the meanings associated with materials and the makers
of sculptures. This volume brings together some of the top scholars in
the field, to investigate how sculptors in early modern Italy confronted
such challenges as procurement of materials, their costs, shipping and
transportation issues, and technical problems of materials, along with
the meanings of the usage, hierarchies of materials, and processes of
material acquisition and production. Contributors also explore the
implications of these facets in terms of the intended and perceived
meaning(s) for the viewer, patron, and/or artist. A highlight of the
collection is the epilogue, an interview with a contemporary artist of
large-scale stone sculpture, which reveals the similar challenges
sculptors still encounter today as they procure, manufacture and
transport their works.
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Graphical Heritage - Luis Agustín-Hernández 2020-05-11
This book presents the proceedings of the 18th International Conference
on Graphic Design in Architecture, EGA 2020, focusing on heritage –
including architectural and graphic heritage as well as the graphics of
heritage. This first volume gathers selected contributions covering
theories, and new technologies and findings to help shed light on current
questions related to heritage. It features original documentation studies
on historical archives, 3D and solid representation of architectural
objects, as well as virtual graphic representation and applications of
augmented reality, all documenting and/or reconstructing the present,
past and future of architectural objects. As such, this book offers
extensive and timely information to architectural and graphic designers,
urban designers and engineers, and industrial designers and historians.
Le sette lampade dell'architettura - John Ruskin 1982
Ruskin e Venezia - John Ruskin 2001
Stones Speak - Hebrew Tombstones from Padua, 1529-1862 - David
Malkiel 2013-11-28
The Hebrew tombstones from Padua reflect the literary, artistic and
social features of their age, from the early modern era to the modern
age.
Le pietre di Venezia - John Ruskin 2000-01
Building Renaissance Venice - Richard John Goy 2006-01-01
This book brings to life the story of the construction of some of the most
outstanding early Renaissance buildings in Venice. Through a series of
individual case studies, Richard J. Goy explores how and why great
buildings came to be built. He addresses the practical issues of
constructing such buildings as the Torre dell’Orologio in Piazza San
Marco, the Arsenale Gate, and the churches of Santa Maria della Carita
and San Zaccaria, focusing particular attention on the process of
patronage. The book is the first to trace the complete process of creating
important buildings, from the earliest conception in the minds of the
patrons--the Venetian state or other institutional patrons--through the
choice of architect, the employment of craftsmen, and the selection of
materials. In an interesting analysis of the participants’ roles, Goy
highlights the emerging importance of the superintending master, the
protomaestro.
San Marco, Byzantium, and the Myths of Venice - Henry Maguire
2010
Henry Maguire, emeritus professor of art history at Johns Hopkins
University, works on Byzantine and related cultures. He has written
extensively on Venetian art and the church of San Marco.
From Darkness to Light: Writers in Museums 1798-1898 Katherine Manthorne 2019
"From Darkness to Light explores from a variety of angles the subject of
museum lighting in exhibition spaces in America, Japan, and Western
Europe throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Written by an
array of international experts, these collected essays gather perspectives
from a diverse range of cultural sensibilities. From sensitive discussions
of Tintoretto's unique approach to the play of light and darkness as
exhibited in the Scuola Grande di San Rocco in Venice, to the
development of museum lighting as part of Japanese artistic selffashioning, via the story of an epic American painting on tour, museum
illumination in the work of Henry James, and lighting alterations at
Chatsworth (to name only a few topics) this book is a treasure trove of
illuminating contributions. The collection is at once a refreshing insight
for the enthusiastic museum-goer, who is brought to an awareness of the
exhibit in its immediate environment, and a wide-ranging scholarly
compendium for the professional who seeks to proceed in their academic
or curatorial work with a more enlightened sense of the lighted space."-Publisher's website.
Venetian Legends and Ghost Stories - Alberto Toso Fei 2002

Il Palazzo ducale di Venezia - 1853
Futurist Women - Paola Sica 2016-01-26
Futurist Women broadens current debates on Futurism and literary
studies by demonstrating the expanding global impact of women Futurist
artists and writers in the period succeeding the First World War. This
study initially focuses on the local: the making of the self in the work by
the women who were affiliated with the journal L'Italia futurista during
World War I in Florence. But then it broadens its field of inquiry to the
global. It compares the achievements of these women with those of key
precursors and followers. It also conceives these women's work as an
ongoing dialogue with contemporary political and scientific trends in

Le pietre e il popolo - Tomaso Montanari 2022-07-22
Perché il valore civico dei monumenti è stato negato in favore del loro
potenziale turistico, e quindi economico? Perché la «valorizzazione» del
patrimonio culturale ci ha indotti a trasformare le nostre città storiche in
«luna park» gestiti da avidi usufruttari?Lo storico dell'arte Tommaso
Montanari ci accompagna in una visita critica del nostro paese: da una
Venezia i cui palazzi diventano gli showroom dei nuovi sedicenti
«mecenati» a una Firenze dove si affittano gli Uffizi per le sfilate di moda
e si traforano gli affreschi di Vasari alla ricerca di un Leonardo
inesistente, da una Napoli dove si progettano megaeventi mentre le
le-pietre-di-venezia

chiese crollano e le biblioteche vengono razziate all'Aquila che giace
ancora in rovina mentre i cittadini continuano a vivere nelle new town,
scopriamo che l'idea di comunità è stata corrotta da una nuova politica
che ci vuole non cittadini partecipi, ma consumatori passivi. Con una
nuova introduzione dell'autore torna in libreria Le pietre e il popolo, non
solo un durissimo pamphlet contro la retorica del Bello che copre lo
sfruttamento delle città d'arte ma anche un manuale di resistenza capace
di ricordarci che la funzione civile del patrimonio storico e artistico è uno
dei principi fondanti della nostra democrazia, e che l'Italia può risorgere
solo se si pensa come una «Repubblica basata sul lavoro e sulla
conoscenza».
In the Shadow of the Church - Mattia Guidetti 2016-11-07
In his book In the Shadow of the Church: The Building of Mosques in
Early Medieval Syria Mattia Guidetti explains how late antique church
architecture influenced the rise of Islamic religious architecture in the
Syrian region.
Building Stone Decay - European Geosciences Union. General Assembly
2007
Stone buildings and monuments form the cultural centres of many of the
world's urban areas. Frequently these areas are prone to high levels of
atmospheric pollution that promote a variety of aggressive stone decay
processes. Because of this, stone decay is now widely recognised as a
severe threat to much of our cultural heritage. An interdisciplinary
approach between geologists, environmental scientists, chemists,
material scientists, civil engineers, restorers and architects aims to
strengthen the knowledge base dealing with the causes, consequences,
prevention and solution of stone decay problems.
Conservation and Restoration of Built Heritage - Salvatore D'Agostino
2021-08-16
The word conservation, when used in the context of the preservation of
built heritage, implies an intrinsically complex concept that evolved over
time, since it has been influenced by the perception of history throughout
time. This volume emphasises why an understanding of the cultural
evolution of the conservation approach must be considered a
prerequisite for architects and engineers if they are to cooperate in full
harmony with historic-artistic culture for the preservation of global built
heritage. In particular, the volume highlights how, during the second half
of the last century, the preservation process also involved engineering –
the science of making practical applications of knowledge – which, for a
long time, made an uncritical use of techniques and materials and
devised interventions on historical heritage that were heavily invasive.
The volume also devotes special attention to the problems related to
seismic risk, to which Italy, Greece and Portugal are particularly prone.
Problems that emerge during the crisis and reconstruction phases are
dealt with in detail, as is scheduled maintenance, as this latter approach
always constitutes an improvement in the performance of the monument
and is the most appropriate tool for the conservation of the built
heritage. Finally, the volume collects examples of building restoration
with case studies of many outstanding monuments. The work will appeal
to professionals and academics in the broader fields of civil engineering
(both geotechnical and structural engineering), architecture, art history,
the history of architecture, restoration and cultural heritage
management. This book will: Provide a critical reading of the history of
conservation; Discuss materials and techniques of ancient architecture;
Cover seismic vulnerability and preservation of the historic integrity of
the monument; Advocate an approach based on programmed
maintenance; Feature numerous case histories, including St Mark’s
Basilica in Venice and the complex restoration of the cathedral of NotreDame in Paris.
Raccolta Di Leggi, Notificazioni, Avvisi Ec. Pubblicati in Venezia Dal
Giorno 24 Agosto 1849 in Avanti, Giuntivi Quelli Emanati Nel Regno
Lombardo-veneto Dal 22 Marzo 1848 - Lombardy (Italy) 1855
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foundations of Victorian life. He loved looking. Sometimes it informed the
things he wrote, but often it provided access to the many topographical
and cultural topics he explored—rocks, plants, birds, Turner, Venice, the
Alps. In The Art of Ruskin and the Spirit of Place, John Dixon Hunt
focuses for the first time on what Ruskin drew, rather than wrote,
offering a new perspective on Ruskin’s visual imagination. Through
analysis of more than 150 drawings and sketches, many reproduced
here, he shows how Ruskin’s art shaped his writings, his thoughts, and
his sense of place.
Vere da pozzo di Venezia - Alberto Rizzi 2007

Europe and North America, especially first wave feminism, eugenics,
naturism and esotericism. Finally, it examines the vital importance and
repercussions of these women's ideas in current debates on gender and
the posthuman condition. This ground-breaking study will prove
invaluable for all scholars and upper-level students of modern European
literature, Futurism, and gender studies.
The Roesler Franz Family and the Initiatic Path - Francesco Roesler
Franz 2022-02-24
Ettore Roesler Franz è stato una figura unica e di spicco tra i pittori
romani ottocenteschi. Oltre a essere stato a conoscenza dei segreti degli
iniziati, la fitta rete di amicizie e conoscenze che aveva con i maggiori
esponenti culturali e artistici europei ha reso la sua pittura innovativa e
densa di rimandi simbolici. Un artista completo e sensibile, dotato di una
grande forza d'animo e una bontà che tanti ricordano. A collegarlo ad
artisti come Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, William Blake e Picasso è
la massoneria, che come un filo attraversa cinquecento anni di storia
dell'arte. E a raccontarci qui la sua intensa storia che si intreccia con
quella dell'arte e di tanti uomini di cultura e arte è Francesco Roesler
Franz, che con questo saggio ci lascia una testimonianza indimenticabile
dell'artista mentre coglie l'occasione per riscoprire le origini della
propria famiglia.
Le strane pietre di Venezia e curiosità - Eugenio Vittoria 1969

Medieval and Renaissance Venice - Donald E. Queller 1999
For the first time in a generation, leading scholars of medieval and
Renaissance Venice join forces to define the current state of the field and
to reveal in its rich diversity. Forays into neglected aspects of Venetian
studies reveal new insights into coinage and concubinage, the first
Jewish ghetto and the Fourth Crusade, and matters from dowry inflation
to state spectacle to cheese...
La Repubblica di Venezia e la Persia. [Edited by C. Negri. With
plates.] - Guglielmo BERCHET 1865

Venice, an entire world - Mario Anton Orefice 2016-11-09
The book is about a lesser-known Venice; Palladio, libraries, artisans, the
stones used in mosaics and monuments, places linked to music, and
literary landscapes. There is also a chapter dedicated to “Instructions for
losing your way” and a list of useful addresses and information about
events, libraries, museums and exhitibitions, theatres, cinemas and
bookshops.
The Architectural History of Venice - Deborah Howard 2002-01-01
Overzicht van de Venetiaanse architectuur, vanaf de stichting in de
Romeinse tijd tot nu.
Venice - Renzo Salvadori 1997
The Art of Ruskin and the Spirit of Place - John Dixon Hunt
2020-10-14
English art critic John Ruskin was one of the great visionaries of his time,
and his influential books and letters on the power of art challenged the
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Urban Heritage Management - Anna Maria Colavitti 2018-01-02
This book explores the in-depth relationship between historic-cultural
heritage and landscape, urban, and regional planning. It analyzes recent
cultural and discipline positions and addresses research to interpret
legacy values and the necessity for conservation within the urban setting.
It also presents a method that helps urban planners to implement the
suggestions, based on extensive knowledge of topographic methods and
urban archaeology, to enhance the shaping and planning of the historic
and present-day city. A rapid evolution of techniques and methods that
provide innovative planning instruments and contribute to conservation
projects involving cities and territories is now being witnessed in urban
planning. Actors involved in the planning process use an organic and
multidisciplinary vision of techniques and methods to understand the
relation between the historic-cultural goods and their settlement context.
Through urban archaeology it is now possible to orient—in a systematic
way—interventions in the historic centers of European cities and
document the origin and evolution of the urban shape, to reconcile
renewal demand and preservation of ancient heritage.
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